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DECANTING BRIDGE - LONGITUDINAL ENCLOSURE  Type:  MR46
CLARIFYNG SCRAPER BRIDGES

 This equipment is designed for mechanical separation of solids and suspended par

collection basin.

Descriptions and Features:

· Walkway unit.

· Motor drive.

through rails.

· Guiding unit. Through rails anchored to the top slab, on both sides of the side walls and along 
the longitudinal direction of the enclosure.

· Bottom scraping system.

· Floating substances elimination system. Consisting of two scrapers that sweep the fat area, 

· Electrical supply system. To be installed along the enclosure and on one external side. Pro

· Control equipment
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DECANTING BRIDGE - CIRCULAR ENCLOSURE  Type:  MR06
CLARIFYNG SCRAPER BRIDGES

 This equipment is designed for mechanical separation of solids and suspended 

Descriptions and Features:

· Walkway unit.

· Motorised unit.

· Bottom scraper.

tightening pipes. Storage and extraction occur in the central basin, located on the curb of the 
decanter.

· Floating substances dragging system. Consisting of the surface sweeping scraper, with a 

duces them inside the collection hopper.

· Floating substances collection hopper. Installed on the outer end of the enclosure and 

(standardised) or underwater. 

· Central pivoting support.

· 
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SUCTION DECANTING BRIDGE - CIRCULAR ENCLOSURE  Type:  MR39
CLARIFYNG SCRAPER BRIDGES

This equipment is designed for mechanical separation of solids and suspended particles, which are 

them to the outside.

Descriptions and Features:

· Walkway unit.

· Motorised unit.

· Central pivoting support.

the possible efforts due to irregularities of the terrain. It has an integrated contact ring collec

· 

· Bottom scraper.
to a saw tooth shaped plate that conducts the sludge towards the suction pipes.

· Suction pipes. These pipes suction the sludge from the bottom of the enclosure and hoist 
it to the inside of the sludge gutter while supporting the bottom scrapers.

· Sludge gutter.

· Trap.
channel, for extraction.

· Vacuum pump.

· Floating substances dragging system. Consisting of the surface sweeping scraper that 

introduces them inside the collection hopper.

· Floating substances collection hopper. Installed on the outer end of the enclosure and 

(standardised) or underwater.
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SPILLWEIR AND DEFLECTOR  Type:  MR02
CLARIFYNG SCRAPER BRIDGES

Spillweir:
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